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GOODBYE HAIR LOSS -WhiteCliffs Hairstudio Chennai

No more worry about hairloss,Chennaites now get a new look with new hair.Its easy,simple and
economical

July 18, 2008 - PRLog -- WhiteCliffs Hair Studio, Chennai offers an array of services for your mane
worries

Chennai, July, 2008:  Following phenomenal success as a dedicated hair care label in the United Kingdom,
WHITECLIFFS Group with years of extensive research and devoted R&D facilities have crafted the
state-of-the art hair loss treatments besides innovative and futuristic hair care solutions for everyone.
Dedicated to ensuring that their clients are not tormented with nagging hair loss problems or expensive
monetary commitments towards the same, WHITECLIFFS HAIR STUDIO have been committed to
effective, responsible, cost effective and ethical means of providing practical hair care solutions. 

WHITECLIFFS has introduced an array of exclusive services for the Indian market, which include
Non-surgical hair replacement, HRD (Hair Reconstruction Device), hair extensions, volumizers, hair
therapies, laser comb and Hair styling to name a few.

Both men and women would benefit from non surgical hair replacements which would ensure that one can
go about his or her daily activities with no hesitation whatsoever. WHITECLIFFS also offers the only FDA
approved Hair Reconstruction Device (HRD) in the world. It is a safe and effective device, which provides
unbelievably natural results (read as hair). It ensures that people undergoing chemotherapy (including
Alopecia), do not have to live with the trauma of complete hair loss. Besides, hair extension services for
women is an absolutely safe, chemical free, glue free, heat free process of adding length to existing hair.
Volumizers too are for women who suffer from hair thinning or have lost hair in patches. This gives a fuller
and complete look to the existing hair by adding volume to it. Apart from these services clients can also
avail Hair therapy sessions which are primarily meant to improve the condition of existing hair and beautify
it. 

WHITECLIFFS is the official distributor for various world class hair care products in India. Their products
are FDA approved; including the Hair MAX laser comb which became only the 3rd product in history to
receive FDA approval for Hair Re-Growth. This is suitable for both men and women who seek re-growth of
lost hair. 

Every hair care specialist at WHITECLIFFS is extensively trained at their training facility in London,
considered to be among the best in the hair care industry. The stunning success that WHITECLIFFS has
achieved in U.K can be attributed to their comprehensive R&D facilities, always working towards
providing innovative new methods of hair care and hair treatments which are futuristic and far ahead in
time from what is available in the market. 

In short, WHITECLIFFS is a one stop shop for all hair care needs. Gone are the days when specialized hair
care was out of reach or out of thought for most people with hair issues. With solutions ranging from
Rs.500 to Rs. 60, 000, WHITECLIFFS offers a complete package of hair care solutions to suit everyone.
When it comes to hair care needs – 'there is always a better way' –Welcome to WHITECLIFFS.

For More Details

WhiteCliffs Hair Studio                  
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